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 type weight range CapaCity

hC-M-wD max.1600 gr up to 9000 pcs/h.

depending on dough piece length or diameter

 DiMenSiOnS weight COnneCteD LOaD

Length        1410 mm nett ....303.kg 230 VaC approx. 0,8 kVa

width           907 mm gross...383.kg Compress air 6 bar approx. 10 nL/min.

height        1307 mm

Sizes / measurements depending on final lay out and conveyor figuration.

options

 Statistic program / print stick package

 USB stick

 High speed power air blast ejecting device mounted on out-feed conveyor (max. weight 900 gr)

 Customer specific Blue Box 
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Basic execution:

 Feeding conveyor

 Weighing conveyor for weighing and counting of 
 dough pieces

 Discharge conveyor

 All conveyors with quick belt release systems

 Pre-programming for 100 different products: 
 - classification limits, - ejection parameters, 
 - nominal weight, - trend regulation parameters, 
 - sampling range, - sampling interval

 Display of actual and set weights

 Correction / adjustment of divider (trend regulation 
 program)

 Automatic tare after every dough piece

Benefits

 Settings on divider independent of operating people

 Higher weight accuracy leading to less loss of dough

 Statistic information available on production process

 Possibility to store settings according to local legislations

 Possibility to eliminate over- and underweight by means of air blast ejector

weighs each dough piece very accurately on a scaling conveyor and 
measures with its statistic program the deviation from the given 
exact weight.  a trend program monitors/corrects the wp haton 
divider constantly; the weight range of the volumetric divider stays 
within a given range.  products weighed higher or lower will Be 
ejected with a high speed power air Blast ejecting device. 

 Registration of statistical information: 
 - counted dough pieces, - required weight, actual weights,  
 - weight deviations, - standard deviations, - average weight

 Complete weighing conveyor easily removable for cleaning

 Housing and frame stainless steel

 Stainless steel terminal with TFT touch screen and separate  
 keys for start, stop and reset functions

 Touch screen control panel for easy menu operation

 High performance servo drive motor with stainless steel 
 housing and high torque

 Full cover guard for weighing conveyor with hinged cover

 Ethernet interface

 The machine meets the CE norms
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